Placemaking Principles + Design Guidelines

Character Area Plan City of Tempe, Arizona

Place Matters
A huge debt of gratitude to the community members and stakeholders who are engaged in Apache, and continue the Placemaking campaign…
“Our character area has the potential to have it all -- historic preservation, adaptive reuse, multi-modal transportation options, lush, diverse
neighborhoods next to thriving businesses creating a new road map for historic Apache Boulevard.” - Phil Amorosi

“It is essential for our future to preserve our historic
homes and flood irrigation.” - Chuck Buss

“Art makes a space memorable, which creates destination.”
- Gretchen Reinhardt

“ Imagine how much fun everyone would have creating temporary art! ”
- Beth Tom

“Canals are awesome! Use canals more.”
- Marilyn Murphy

“ Color schemes, graphics and style should be unique to each area, so they look like part of a cohesive plan. “
- Elizabeth Reilley + Steve Borick
“Our neighborhood involvement is not just limited to a ‘feel good factor’, but for the uplifting for all residents
and persons surrounding our restaurant and marketplace.” - Raveen Arora, India Plaza / The Dhaba
“"These areas reflect how we want to live. Spaces for cycling and alternative transportation
improve our lives and make our neighborhoods a reflection of who we are as a community."
- Scott Walters, Tempe Bicycle Action Group

“The built environment is the single biggest driver for any neighborhood’s
prosperity and personal happiness. We all have a stake in it.” - Matt Salenger

“It’s AZ. We always need shade.”
- Kevin Brown

“The light rail brings + demands walking, thus, walkability is central to everything.”
- Celina Tchida. Neighborhood Economic Development Corporation [NEDCO]
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Apache at a Glance
The 2015 Apache Community Placemaking public series which included area residents, students, stakeholders, and the business community has led to the
creation of the Apache Principles contained in this Character Area Plan. Tempe City Council adopted this plan [Resolution No. R2015.xx] to further the
goals and objectives of the Tempe General Plan 2040, Land Use and Development Chapter, Community Design Element, Character Area Planning
Section; and to provide an enhanced policy framework to guide area planning processes and land use decisions throughout the Apache area. It is
intended to be used by the following audiences to guide the vision, design, development, preservation, plan review, and public feedback processes:





Area Stakeholders [Residents, Schools, Students, Non-profit Agencies, etc.]
Tempe City Council / Boards + Commissions / City Staff
The Business Community
The Design + Development Community

By way of summary, the following elements serve as a framework to the Apache Character Area Plan – Placemaking Principles + Design Guidelines:
•

The rich Mexican-American legacy of this area has deep roots which meaningfully inform local place names [see Placemaking Neighborhood
Connections section: La Victoria, Escalante, Sotelo, Esquer, Don Carlos, Elias-Rodriguez, etc.] while providing authenticity to local placemaking.

•

Apache Boulevard is one of the most authentic, unique, and diverse areas of Tempe. As the light rail corridor continues to grow and evolve,
maintaining this palpable authenticity will be central to the identity and vitality of this area.

•

Public Art plays an essential and prominent role, key to placemaking and Apache’s area identity. Public art projects need to be supported and
encouraged to flourish through organic, grassroots methods. Feedback throughout the year-long Planning process continually reinforced the
knowledge that art is inextricably woven into the cultural DNA and urban fabric of the Apache area.

•

Preservation of Apache’s core neighborhoods [Carlson Park, Tomlinson Estates, Borden Homes, Hudson Manor, Alegre, Escalante, Victory Acres]
is a key Planning goal to balance future growth along the light rail / mixed-use corridor. Transitions between these areas must be well-designed.

•

The role of streets + alleyways as open space to engage the pedestrian experience and activate the ground floor [especially along Apache
Boulevard, Old 8th Street, and University Drive] is essential to the economic success and livability of this area.

•

A seamless patchwork of destinations supported by a healthy and vibrant mixed-use corridor / Light Rail Station Areas with a walkable ground
floor is the central vision for the Apache Character Area.

THE

PRINCIPLES

Historic Preservation – Promote the preservation of certain existing buildings, structures, and flood-irrigated neighborhoods of post-war subdivisions which
express the best of our past. Showcase Tempe’s history. Connections to the past are key to informing Placemaking.
1.1 Work to ensure continuing preservation and maintenance of existing Historic + Cultural Resources [see map]
1.2 Identify potentially eligible Historic Properties + Districts; work with Historic Preservation Officer + Commission for formal local + national listing
1.3 Focus designation efforts on the Hudson Manor, Alegre, Escalante and La Victoria [Victory Acres] neighborhoods for inventory + consideration
1.4 Collaborate with Salt River Project [SRP] to add historic cottonwoods / shade trees / interpretive elements along Historic Kirkland-McKinney Ditch
1.5 Collaborate with SRP to increase access, amenities, and public awareness of canals [see Principle 18]
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Borden Homes Historic District

Elias-Rodriguez House

Borden Creamery Complex

E.M. White Dairy Barn [Tempe Tavern]

Kirkland-McKinney Ditch

Landscape Treatments – The Sonoran Desert has a unique landscape which serves as a community differentiator, rich with rare textures and forms.
Embrace non-invasive, drought-tolerant plant palette to promote water conservation and Placemaking, except in historic or flood-irrigated neighborhoods.
2.1 Use the Historic Plant Palette as a resource to inform plant selections in appropriate areas [Historic Districts, post-war / flood-irrigated subdivisions]
2.2 Promote biodiversity throughout landscapes to help prevent single-specie die-off, disease, pest infestations, etc. and promote sustainable crop
pollination, nutrient cycling, healthy soils, as well as bird and insect diversity
2.3 Support a consistent plant palette with flowering trees, shrubs, and ground covers to foster community identity within the Apache area
2.4 Promote a maintenance plan that does not over-groom or over-prune arid plants, which causes shock and reduces flowering / pollination
2.5 Support trees which are high enough to provide habitat to birds of prey [hawks, owls, etc.] as part of a healthy and balanced urban forestry program
2.6 Encourage the use of permeable paving treatments to reduce surface run-off and urban heat island temperatures [see Principle 12]
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Lantana montevidensis,
Lantana

Setcreasea pallida,
Purple Heart

Leucophyllum frutescens,
Texas Sage

Jacaranda mimosifolia,
Jacaranda

Pennisetum setaceum ‘Rubrum’,
Purple fountain grass

Opuntia macrocentra,
Purple pricklypear
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Shade [Natural + Structural] – Shade of all types and textures everywhere. Set goals, track progress, expedite development of Tempe’s Urban Forest and Shade
Canopy coverage to promote community health and reduce urban heat island effect in Tempe as evaluated criteria for Planned Area Developments [PAD].
3.1 Use the framework of Tempe City Council’s Resolution for a Walkable Community as an overarching goal for shade
3.2 Develop and foster Tempe’s Urban Forest program, including methods to record, monitor, and report
3.3 Establish a contiguous shade canopy along street frontages within the Transportation Overlay District [light rail station areas, safe routes to schools]
3.4 Support and encourage covered sidewalks along Apache Blvd. through structural projections with encroachment into the public rights-of-way
3.5 Require shading of exterior windows to mitigate heat and energy demand
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Hudson Park splash playground

Mobility: Tempe’s Vision as a 20-minute City – Design and maintain a network of “Complete Streets” which are safe, accessible, convenient, and comfortable for
all ages, abilities, and transportation modes at all times.
4.1 Connecting people to their places of employment, education, recreation, healthcare, worship, etc. in a variety of multi-modal options (walk, bike,
Orbit, regional bus, light rail, drive) defines “mobility”
4.2 Work to implement the GP2040 vision ratified by Tempe voters in 2014, including the objectives and strategies outlined in the “Circulation” chapter,
“Seeking the 20-minute City”
4.3 Work to implement the projects outlined in the Tempe Transportation Master Plan [2015]
4.3 Tempe residents have cited mobility as essential and key to being able to age-in-place
4.4 Coordinate local and regional land use and transportation decisions to create a more balanced,
multi-modal transportation system to reduce reliance on the automobile
4.5 Utilize technology to improve accessibility and mobility
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The Living City: Triple Bottom Line Mission – A systemic approach to Planning and (re)development which fosters a community that can successfully thrive
incorporating a “Do Less Harm” ethic. A community balanced in three parts: social [health + safety], environmental [ecological], and economic [financial
performance]; the 3 Ps: People, Planet, Profit, or the “Three Pillars of Sustainability”.
5.1 Consider life-cycle costs for buildings, new construction, and redevelopment projects
5.2 Balance/off-set net heat gains to the built environment [reflective heat, paved surfaces, rooftops] with organic roofs, coatings [white paint, etc.],
and/or permeable paving to reduce urban heat island effect and allow for nighttime heat loss while minimizing daytime heat gain
5.3 Cultivate native and drought-tolerant landscape treatments [see Principle 2] except in Historic Districts / flood-irrigated areas
5.3 Encourage photovoltaic canopies for parking areas, rooftops, and shade structures
5.4 Implement Urban Forestry program to promote walkability, human health, and biodiversity
5.5 Support Escalante and other community gardens through school programs and public outreach
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Thew Elementary School

Permeable paving treatment

Escalante Community Garden

White roof treatment

100-Year Buildings + Adaptive Reuse – Sustainability and resource efficiency informs building design and sense of place. Foster adaptability and use materials
which create a sense of investment, permanence, and will stand the test of time.
6.1 Work with property owner of Marlatt’s Garage to incorporate the 1922 building at 1249 E. 8th St. into a site-specific redevelopment project
6.2 Work with the property owner to restore Watson’s Flowers historic neon roadway sign
6.3 Partner with the property owner of Baker’s Acre to incorporate existing buildings into redevelopment project, celebrating the last
remaining example of the early Americana-style motor lodges along the Boulevard
6.4 Promote active engagement and participation in Tempe’s Adaptive Reuse, Storefront Improvement, and Home Improvement Planning Programs
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Marlatt’s Garage

Infusion Coffee + Tea

Baker’s Acre

Watson’s Flowers
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7. Streetscapes: Streets as Open Space – Embrace “Streets as Open Space” concept to balance existing open space as Tempe grows. Embellish with abundant
shade, trees, landscape elements, street furniture, engaging storefronts, art, etc.
7.1 Enhance streets to maximize safe and efficient use by all users such as pedestrians, bicyclists, transit riders, and motorists following the
principles of balanced streets
7.2 As density, restaurant, and retail options increase -- the need for open space becomes more important; encourage use of landscaped courtyards,
street/sidewalk pocket parks, curb extensions, outdoor seating areas, and patios to increase activation of open space opportunities
7.3 Sidewalk zones along University Drive, Old Eighth Street, and Apache Boulevard should provide for a variety of active and social functions,
including outdoor seating, café tables, pocket gardens, dog runs, etc.
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8. Transitions – Design setbacks and step-downs to maintain integrity of single-family neighborhoods near mixed-use/multi-family developments.
Maintain pedestrian-scaled building frontages. Use landscape treatments and art to soften transitions.
8.1 The Apache area is primarily characterized by denser, transit-oriented development surrounded by established historic districts
[Tomlinson Estates Historic District, Borden Homes Historic District], post-war subdivisions [Carlson Park, Hudson Manor, Hudson Park], and
areas with a rich Mexican American legacy [La Victoria/Victory Acres, Escalante]
8.2 Scale multi-family and mixed-use developments to meet the character of adjacent single-family areas where proximity occurs
8.3 Create healthy transitions along the Apache Boulevard where mixed-use parcels at LRT Station Areas are adjacent to single-family neighborhoods
8.4 Encourage active use and treatment of alleyways as an effective buffer/transition tool
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Crossings: Safe, Convenient, Comfortable – Enhance safe routes to school, Universal Design [ADA], Union Pacific Railroad pedestrian/bike crossings,
neighborhood access, shade at intersections, signalized crossings [HAWKs] where appropriate, bulb-outs, signal timing.
9.1 Partner with Union Pacific Railroad to create safe north-south crossings from Apache to Alameda areas to improve circulation and connectivity
[focus on Smith Rd. area alignment; half-way between McClintock Drive and Price Road]
9.2 Partner with ADOT to enhance pedestrian crossings over the Loop 101 at Rio Salado Parkway, University Drive, and Apache Boulevard
9.3 Create strong north-south pedestrian connection on Smith Road from Town Lake/Tempe Marketplace to Smith-Martin LRT Station
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Live / Work / Innovate: The Creative, Entrepreneurial City – Retain brains. Foster access to innovation/enterprise districts. Encourage collaborative work
spaces and small business/start-up incubators in tandem with neighborhood-based goods/services, live-work options.
10.1 Partner with Arizona State University, Tempe Chamber of Commerce, private-sector developers, and local business community to create culture
of innovative and creative live-work environments. These areas must be a walkable, transit-oriented, and neighborhood-scaled point of
departure which stands of as different from the widespread suburban environment
10.2 Focus attention along the Apache Blvd. Light Rail Corridor, as well as the NE Industrial Area [see map] immediately south of Tempe Marketplace
[see GP 2040 for Projected Residential Density classifications]
10.3 The vision for the NE Industrial Area is vertical mixed-use redevelopment with a light industrial theme; this unique area benefits from its
strategic location at Loops 101 + 102, which is currently projected with a mix of land uses as identified in GP2040 which allows for residential
10.4 Work with Economic Development staff to create incentives for property owners who maintain light industrial uses on the ground-floor and loftstyle residential/office/flex spaces above; it is essential for the City to maintain industrial land uses in its portfolio of property types
10.5 The NE Industrial Area has a well-established shade infrastructure and street patterns, has many buildings approaching 50 years old, and is
walking/biking distance to Tempe Marketplace, the LRT line, and ASU-Main Campus
10.6 Mixed-use projects in the NE Industrial Area must be in an industrial/modern typology to create an authentic identity and point of departure
from the pervasive stucco suburban environment; a destination where innovation can flourish
10.7 Construction materials throughout the Apache Area must be “honest” in nature, exposing their raw characteristics [glass, steel, metal, copper,
rammed earth, concrete, concrete block, brick, wood, stone, masonry, terrazzo, wire rope/cables]; while limiting building materials with
add-on surface treatments such as stucco, paint, laminents, veneers, “faux” materials, etc.
10.8 Landscape treatments must be Sonoran-appropriate and modern in design, avoiding treatments such as stucco screening walls, pink
decomposed granite, and yellow lantana
10.9 Implement objectives and strategies outlined in the GP2040 “101/202 Interchange Growth Area Goal” section

The Circuit Tempe

Vertical Mixed-Use; screened parking

Raw / exposed building materials

Modern / Industrial typology
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Pedestrian Scale – Foster Apache as a premier pedestrian environment and destination. Provide human-scaled experiences by layering interests and maintaining a
walkable rhythm of building entries. Superblocks contradict a walkable pedestrian scale.
11.1 Encourage on-street parking to support viable ground-floor leases and immediate short-term parking in strategic locations where appropriate,
based on daily vehicle counts [for example, between Smith Rd. and the Tempe Canal]
11.2 Encourage flexibility in meeting the requirements for uses within mixed-use areas [office, restaurant, retail, etc.] to energize ground floor activity
11.3 Promote uses that balance over a 24-hour daily cycle to energize street activity and create vitality
11.4 Encourage walk-up residential units with landscaped areas along street frontages at the ground-floor
11.5 Support existing grid/single-block street pattern to prevent superblock development
11.6 Along main arterials/streetfronts, provide contiguous shade at building entrances, patios, and sidewalks with overhangs and/or covered sidewalks
[see Principle 3]
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Building overhang covering building entrance

Building overhang covering patio

Building overhang covering sidewalk

Tempe Police Station

Green Infrastructure – Utilize the efficiency of natural systems where possible. These include rainwater harvesting, permeable paving, stormwater redirects to
landscaped areas, solar shade, cool roofs, green roofs, etc.
12.1 Require rainwater harvesting, permeable paving, stormwater redirects to landscaped areas, solar shade, cool roofs, green roofs, and/or other
green infrastructure applications in exchange for requests for Planned Area Development [PAD] overlays or other planning requests
12.2 Set-up water management goals to provide environmental and community benefits while increasing community resiliency to climate variations
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Permeable paving

Bark / mulch helps soil retain water

Curb cut / redirect

Stormwater redirect

Rainwater harvesting / urban farming
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Connectivity / Green Alleys – Connect people “to and through” neighborhoods and development projects. Repurpose alleyways in appropriate areas as public
trails to expand connectivity. Encourage active use of those alleys through safe design.
13.1 As redevelopment happens along the arterials, work with developers to ensure frontages along alleyways are designed as well as other elevations
13.2 Focus on alleyways along the north side of Apache Blvd [adjacent to University Heights, Alegre, and Escalante neighborhoods] to improve existing
conditions, safety, and activate use
13.3 Rethink existing alleyways as public open spaces to connect people to neighborhood-based places and destinations
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Walkable Commercial / Foster Active Living – Foster human health, community wealth, and resource efficiency by establishing walkable corridors to increase
local revenue and affordable aging-in-place options while lessening the necessity for driving.
14.1 Use the Health Impact Assessment [HIA] framework as a tool to study future plans, projects, and policies before projects get built or plans are
put into place to help decision-makers understand how people’s health and quality of life is affected [physical activity, location affordability,
access to employment / education / healthcare facilities, traffic / pedestrian safety, access to healthy food options]
14.2 Encourage collaboration among government entities so that regulations and funding priorities for housing, transportation, public health, and
environmental issues create more livable communities
14.3 Implement “Complete Streets” identified in Transportation Master Plan with standards that balance all transportation modes and ensure equity
among all Tempe residents
14.4 Support developments which contribute quality open space amenities [in exchange for density] as a means to promote healthy living
14.5 Support Canal-Oriented Development [see Principle 18] as a means to promote a healthy community
14.6 Implement objectives and strategies outlined in the GP2040 “101/202 Interchange Growth Area Goal” section
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Transit-oriented vertical mixed-use

Tempe Metro

Complete Street – Apache concept

Tempe Marketplace
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Neighborhood Identity: Authentic Character – Celebrate neighborhood identity by promoting historic and cultural resources; encourage neighborhood
differentiation. This serves as the foundation for authentic Placemaking for the Apache Area.
15.1 Celebrate rich Mexican American legacy through promotion of local place names, oral histories and traditions [see Character vignettes]
15.2 Promote Old Eighth Street [from Rural Rd. to McClintock Dr.] as a heritage tourism location linking the Historic Elias-Rodriguez House,
Marlatt’s Garage, the Borden Creamery Complex [Four Peaks Brewing Co.], and the Kirkland-McKinney Ditch
15.3 Add gateways [at Rural Road and McClintock Drive], interpretive elements [self-guided walking tour], and signage along Old Eighth Street to
showcase its unique history as Tempe’s last remnant section of America’s Bankhead [Ocean-to-Ocean] Highway
15.4 Encourage grant applications for the City of Tempe’s Maryanne Corder Neighborhood Grants, State Historic Preservation Office / federal-pass
through grants, SRP-MIC Gaming Grants, and others for area projects which focus on neighborhood signage, identity, placemaking, etc.
15.5 Create active street banner program along Apache Blvd and Old Eighth Street to promote area identity, events, etc.
15.6 Promote the role of outdoor art throughout the area to keep Apache funky, cool, creative and engaging
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Dorsey LRT Station

Inez Elias

Cabana on McClintock

Flora Thew

Apache Boulevard art mural

Artist-designed bike racks

Pocket Parks + Parklets – Enhance sense of place by reclaiming and dedicating public spaces for people. Improve quality of open space and levels of service as
Tempe grows. Enhance outdoor business options and their environments by establishing active spaces.
16.1 Encourage parklets for outdoor dining, additional bike parking, public events and functions in areas where appropriate as a character-defining
Placemaking tool
16.2 Encourage quality design in the public/private spaces between buildings to create much-desired pocket parks throughout the area
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Public / Private Art: Neighborhood Identity + Expression – Promote outdoor art as community infrastructure in transportation, neighborhoods, parks, and
commercial / office / mixed-use projects.
17.1 Work with Arts staff to expand the Art in Private Development [AIPD] Ordinance which excludes multi-family, mixed-use, and some industrial
projects
17.2 Encourage grant applications for the City of Tempe’s Maryanne Corder Neighborhood Grants, State Historic Preservation Office / federal
pass-through grants, SRP-MIC Gaming Grants, and others for area projects which focus on neighborhood signage, identity, placemaking, etc.
17.3 Triangulate uses in projects and places to create different user groups [young + old] during different times of the day and week
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Hudson Park, labyrinth

Hudson Manor, mosaic

Esquer Park, skatepark

Hudson Park, skatepark

Borden Homes, mosaic

Canal-Oriented Development: Respect + Reclaim our Canals – Canals are a connection to the region and its history, essential for human civilization in the
desert. The 181 miles of canals Valley-wide are also a major recreational asset benefitting human health.
18.1 Draft Canal-Oriented Development [COD] design guidelines for adoption by Mayor + Council
18.2 Implement COD format from City of Phoenix and City of Scottsdale to set consistent development standards/expectations for the region
18.3 Include hierarchy of layers for COD including regional destinations, intersection treatments, main arterial crossings, and interstitial spaces
complete with meeting spots, intermittent shade respites, canalscape/landscape treatments, public art components, historic interpretation,
maps / wayfinding / distance markers, as well as public outreach and education related to canals
18.4 Partner with Salt River Project to promote active use of public art and events in and around canals throughout Tempe
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Western Canal

Canal-Oriented Development

Canal-Oriented Development

Canal multi-use path amenities

Central Arizona Project Canal

storyboard vision

design influences

storyboard vision

Creamery Park, Old Eighth Street

design influences

storyboard vision

design influences
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Maps, Architecture + Design, Historic + Cultural Resources, Commercial Inventory, and Support Documents

PLACEMAKING NEIGHBORHOOD CONNECTIONS

LA VICTORIA [VICTORY ACRES]
Victory Acres holds a great amount of history and distinction from other
barrios in the state. Originally, residents lived in the San Pablo community up
until the late 1950s, forced to relocate to the area now known as Victory
Acres since then the neighborhood has developed unique character.
During its first fifteen years of existence, Victory Acres was not an
incorporated portion of Tempe. Far removed from either Tempe or Mesa,
neither municipality was particularly interested in annexing the development
and having to provide utilities and other services in return for low tax base.
During this period of relative isolation, the neighborhood was essentially
self-sufficient, leading to the development of its strong sense of identity.

PLACEMAKING NEIGHBORHOOD CONNECTIONS

Escalante
Escalante, a Spanish name meaning
“climber”, is found on the east side of Tempe
between University Drive and Apache
Boulevard. History of the Escalante family
can be found throughout the area, an
example being the Escalante Recreation
Community Center.
The neighborhood and senior center honors
the name of the pioneer Escalante family,
which has played a significant role in
Tempe’s history. Its patriarch, Manuel
Escalante, came to town in the early 1890s.
His descendants have been active in Tempe
affairs ever since. The recreation center
especially honors three members of the
family who gave their lives in World War II.

sotelo
To the left, Manuela and Maria Sotelo, two
admirable women of Mexican descent who
helped shape what Tempe has become today.
The Sotelo family owned much farm land in
the area and as a result of that came the
Sotelo Addition Plat.
The Pedro Escalante House was one of the
homes built as part of the Sotelo Addition
Plat in 1890, which reflected Tempe’s
Mexican-American history. The old adobe
home was demolished during the
construction of the El Adobe Apartments.

PLACEMAKING NEIGHBORHOOD CONNECTIONS

Esquer
Eduardo and Rita Esquer were two migrants from Mexico
who moved to Tucson, Arizona in the 1900s. Due to health
complications, the Esquer family took the opportunity for
work in Tempe, Arizona in 1941. Their daughter Mary was
the first to buy property in La Victoria, followed by the rest
of the siblings. Their family continues to be involved in the
community, with several family members living in or near La
Victoria. The newly renovated Esquer Park was built in the
family’s honor.

PLACEMAKING NEIGHBORHOOD CONNECTIONS

Don Carlos
Along with his many contributions to the
city of Tempe what “Don Carlos”, Charles
Trumbull Hayden, is best known for being
the first to set grounds for commerce and
industry. Having discovered Tempe’s
potential on his trip’s delay to Prescott, in
the late 1800s “Don Carlos” returned with
a notion to create a flour mill powered by
water from a canal.
La Casa Vieja [Hayden House], one of the
most historic buildings in the Valley, was
home of the Hayden family until around
1889, when the family moved to Hayden
Ranch.

Hayden Ranch, located on the corner of McClintock Drive
and University Drive, was also a home to “Don Carlos”. After
his passing in 1900, Hayden Ranch was used to house
professors, writers, and “any educated person with limited
means”. The house burned down in 1970.

PLACEMAKING NEIGHBORHOOD CONNECTIONS

One of the oldest homes that remains in the
City of Tempe is the Elias-Rodriguez House. In
1890 Vicente R. Elias and his wife Inez Moreno
Elias arrived in Tempe with their family. After
working as a laborer, Elias was able to
purchase property in the Sotelo Addition on
which he constructed two adobe homes, the
Elias-Rodriguez being one of them.

Flora Thew
Elias-Rodriguez

Flora Thew is remembered for her
dedication to the students of Tempe.
After 48 years of teaching firstgraders, the
Tempe Elementary
School District recognized her by
naming Thew Elementary School in
her honor.

